EVEREST
ARTISTS’ RETREAT THAME

A Yeti Mountain Home holiday
in partnership with Andy Parkin

Departure Dates
ART.1 Sunday 24th February to Tuesday 12th March 2013
ART.2 Sunday 24th November to Tuesday 10th December 2013

The Everest Art Retreat is all about indulging in the sensory and playing with the
creative. Experience some of the best trekking in the world, see Everest close
up and personal, work alongside inspirational artists, stretch your own creative
talents, explore new perspectives – all in superb comfort and style.
Staying in the beautiful Yeti Mountain Home lodges we enjoy the clean sheets, hot
showers and other comforts of modern living cloaked in the warmth of traditional
décor and legendary Sherpa hospitality.
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•

17 day trekking and walking holiday under
the eyes of Everest, Nepal

•

Creative input, support and guidance
working alongside Andy Parkin and a
leading Nepali Artist

•

Time and space to develop your own artistic
potential, whatever your medium

•

7 days’ guided (moderate) trekking + 5 days
based at a high mountain lodge

•

Experienced Western trek leader and full
porter support

•

12 nights traditional Sherpa hospitality in
luxury mountain lodges; 4 nights hotel

•

Locally sourced, delicious meals; transfers;
permits all included

•

Optional 2 day Barabise School Art
extension on the Tibet-Nepal border
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Trip Summary:
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About the Everest Artists’ Retreat Thame
We’ve designed the Everest Art Retreat
with the best possible creative-comfort
balance in mind. This means:
l

Fantastic trekking that is exhilarating

l

Input and support from two
internationally renowned artists
both with highly distinctive styles

l

Some time to yourself as well as
time with others;

l  

Lots of locally sourced, beautifully
cooked food that’s tasty but not
heavy;

l

Places to visit and people to meet
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but not exhausting;

or time just to sit and enjoy
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Who is an Everest
Artists’ Retreat for?
The Everest Artists’ Retreat is for
people who create in any visual-arts
medium:

oils,

sketch,

sculpture….

whatever your preferred techniques
and styles the Retreat has something
for you. You’ve probably started on the
creative journey and have developed a
passion for art, although the process of
creating may still be fairly new. You may
currently be feeling ‘blocked’ artistically
and looking for a way to be released.
You may have started to experiment
with new techniques and want some
tips or want to take the first steps to
exhibiting? On the other hand you may
be an experienced artist – perhaps
professional?
Wherever you are on your artistic
developmental pathway painting in a
probably new for you. You may also be
looking for inspiration through working
alongside Andy Parkin. Or maybe the
whole idea of taking some time out of
a busy life to concentrate on you and
your art is appealing.
The Everest Artists’ Retreat is about
creating the space and time for you
to unlock your artists’ potential with
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huge high-mountain environment is

inspiring people in magnificent settings
and the rawness of mountain life.
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The Trek
and lush green hillsides of the Khumbu: home of the Sherpa, our hosts here. Following
the gushing glacial waters of the Dudh Khosi through prayer flag decked villages and
rhododendron forest we trek up to the Sherpa capital, Namche Bazaar high up in alpine
meadows beneath the snowy peaks of the world’s highest mountains. From Namche
we move on to Thame at 3800m where we’ll spend 5 days exploring the area: the
ethereal ancient monastery; the hamlets up towards the Nangpa La and Cho Oyu; glacial
landscapes beneath Ramdung and Pachermo and maybe even spend an overnight at
YMH Kongde, perched high above the clouds staring into the eyes of Everest. From
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A short, spectacular flight to Lukla’s tiny airstrip brings us into the clear mountain air

Thame we retrace our steps descending to the warmer valley slopes and thence to Lukla
and out to Kathmandu.
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Itinerary
Arrival in Kathmandu
(1,300m/4,265ft). Transfer to the
group hotel. Meet up for welcome
drinks. Initial briefing. Dinner

Day 2:

Full Day Kathmandu: sightseeing
and gallery visits. We’ll see some
of the  capital’s most impressive
temples and sites before visiting two
very influential galleries

Day 3:

Day 4:

Day 5:

Day 6:

Fly Kathmandu-Lukla & trek to
Phakding (2,610m) 3 hours trekking.
Descending from the Lukla spur
through pretty villages we then follow
the river up and down to Phakding.
In the afternoon we can visit a small
monastery just above the village.
Trek to Monjo (2850m): 2 hours
trekking. A short walk along the
Dudh Kosi snatching glimpses of
Thamserku, Kusum Kungri and other
majestic peaks. The afternoon is free
for an art session with Andy.
Monjo to Namche Bazaar (3,440m)
4 hours trekking. Passing through
the entrance to Sagarmatha National
Park we then make the steady
ascent zig zagging through the
pine forests to the high open fells of
Namche Bazaar.
Namche acclimatisation walk 3
hours trekking. It’s important to
gain a little height today to help our
bodies adjust to the altitude. We take
a short walk up to a spectacular view
point. In the afternoon there’s an
art session and time to explore this
bustling small town.

Day 7:

Namche to Thame (3800m) 4-5
hours. Climbing up past Namche
gompa we turn off the main Everest
trail through beautiful rhododendron
and pine forest following the high
valley side to Thame. We may stop
at Thamo nunnery for lunch.

Days 8 - 12: Thame day hikes and art
sessions (includes optional overnight
at Kongde). These days form the
main art retreat and are a mix of
practice, support and short trips to
Thame monastery, yak farm, home
visits etc and maybe even some yeti
tracking....
Day 13: Trek to Monjo (3440m). We descend
back through Namche where there’ll
be time for last minute souvenir
shopping and lunch.
Day 14: Trek to Lukla (2850m). Retracing
our footsteps along the Dudh Kosi
we relish the lush greenery after our
time in the high hills. There’s a sting
in the tail for the final ascent to Lukla
Day 15: Fly to Kathmandu. Transfer to the
group hotel. The rest of the day
is yours to relax, refresh and do
whatever ..
Day 16: Free day in Kathmandu - hotel. We
can organise gallery or art school
visits. You may want to use the time
to shop or to work on pieces started
in the hills.
Day 17: Transfer to the airport. Departure
from Kathmandu
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Day 1:
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Wake up to a hot drink brought to your
room by our lovely Sherpa team. Pack
your bags and get ready for the day then
dive into a leisurely breakfast. The porters
will arrive as you’re breakfasting to carry
your trek bag up to our next overnight stop.
We usually walk for an hour or so before
taking a break and of course there are lots
of wonderful views, people and interesting
things and photo opp stops along the way
too. We reach our next lodge in time for a
late lunch then check into our rooms and
relax for a while. Later in the afternoon
there’s an opportunity to get creative with

our artists taking a perspective on one of
the many local points of interest. You might
feel like exploring the local village and
hills or just having some ‘me’ time. We regroup again for drinks around the fire and
probably some discussion and reflection
on the days’ experiences and discoveries.
Dinner is a three course meal – local style
or Western there’s plenty of variety and
lots of taste! We tend to drift off to bed fairly
early although a quick peak outside at the
night sky, particularly higher up where the
heavens are really ablaze with stars, can
be a late night treat before sleep.
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A Typical Day on the Everest Art Trail
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Each day will be formatted differently but will
comprise a session with our artist leads, a walk
option (and often the two in combination) plus
some time to develop your own practice. This
balances with space where we don’t schedule
anything in particular: it’s up to you what
happens – snooze, create, explore, chat…
whatever takes your fancy. The walks we take
will be to places and to meet with people that
will stimulate, inspire or be a touch-point in
some way opening up doorways, possibilities
and potential.
At Thame we’ll have a Himalayan Healers
masseur and therapist available to book
treatments with if you wish.
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Time at Thame
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ABOUT ANDY PARKIN
Andy Parkin is an internationally renowned
and exhibited UK artist and climber now living
in Chamonix Mt Blanc, France. In Andy’s own
words
“My life style has evolved from that of a climber
to one of artist/climber. These two apparently
dissimilar activities allow me to explore the
mountain ranges of the world, looking for first
ascents, adventure and images. These wild and
fabulous landscapes, exotic and strange people
inspire me to work in sometimes awkward
situations and under difficult conditions.

Lead Artist

http://www.andyparkin.com/andy.html
Film: Andy Parkin: A Life in Adaptation
Andy has been climbing, painting and working
in Nepal for many years now and has extensive
knowledge of the mountains and peoples.
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Andy Parkin

Having witnessed the ingenuity of people
less fortunate and their ability to reuse items
which we would cast aside, has reinforced my
philosophy towards the use of found objects in
my sculpting. Climbing and life are, I believe, not
about conquering or dominating but adaptation.”
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The creative sessions
These will led by Andy Parkin and our Nepali artist and cover a range of techniques as both artists
and you respond to the local environment and the mood of the day. They will share techniques,
thoughts, tips and experiences with you if you wish – as you become more familiar we expect
you’ll evolve ways of working together that are mutually satisfying.
Notes from Andy on this:
“I suppose some people will want to be left to their own devices and others may need a little motivation:
all will be catered for. I can be available to lend a hand, give tips but I am also sensitive to respecting each
person’s space. Some of you may well be very experienced artists in your own right too. For others it may
simply be the first time you have had the chance to confront a subject like the high mountains. I may just set
the example by getting on with my own painting in the sense that we choose a spot with a view perhaps
with shelter from the wind with rocks to sit on or lean paintings against etc.”
We have the option for a group exhibition using space in the YMH lodges and in Kathmandu for those of you
that are interested. We can discuss this during the retreat and develop ideas into plans.

Purchasing materials and shipping work
We’ll supply a basic supply range of materials such as paper, etc – enough to get you started
each day, however we know you’ll have specific materials or resources you require. We’ll ask
you for a list of anything you’d like us to purchase on your behalf in Kathmandu where there is a
good selection of art shops and suppliers. We know you’ll also have favourite pieces of your own
kit that you’d like to bring from home. All of these will take up some space that may exceed your
luggage allowance. We’ll have a spare hold bag on the internal flight and extra porters to carry art
equipment for you and for the group.
Notes from Andy on this:
“Tubes for carrying paper are handy as are sketch or watercolour blocks that are a convenient size for
you’re ordinarily used to. To achieve this requires large paper or canvas and we might normally look for a
drawing board to rest a paper on. Drawing boards are a bit tricky and heavy to lug about though so instead
I use a collapsible stretcher with a light cotton or canvas pinned to it. The paper is pinned over this and the
whole thing breaks down and goes into a sort of tent bag which is easy to carry. Back to stretchers I shall
be bringing along a couple of fairly large sized ones and suitable cotton or canvas can be purchased in
Kathmandu.
Pastels, acrylics, watercolours and inks work well. Oils are of course a little more messy unless they are the
sort that can be worked with water. All of these can be found in Kathmandu. There are also really interesting
locally made papers – these might be new and a good opportunity to experiment. Fixatives for pastels can
be found or hairspray! Good quality sable brushes too.”

We recognise that some of you may work on a large scale and may not want to leave work in
situ. So we can offer you help carrying pieces out of the mountains and shipping internationally.
Please note there will be an extra charge (at cost) for this.
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carrying about in the mountains. We anticipate some of you may like to work on a larger scale than perhaps
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Everest Artists’ Retreat:
Barabise School Day Extension

Over the past few years Andy Parkin and Jo

aspirations and has also produced some highly

Chaffer have been working with a school for

talented artists. Andy also organises exhibitions

deaf children at Barabise. It’s a semi-residential

of their work in his home town of Chamonix –

government school that has supplemental

these raise funds for the children to use as they

income for extra teachers, children’s fees and

wish once they leave the school. Jo has been a

board plus new buildings and other assets from

regular visitor bringing art supplies and other

Doug Scott’s charity, CAN. The school sits on

practical help as well as leading the occasional

the banks of the Bote Khosi river just outside

‘big art’ session and creating an exhibition in

the village – it’s an idyllic setting! It has its

Kathmandu.

own gardens and fields in which they grow rice,
vegetables and even bananas for their own use
and a small Hindu temple too.

We’d like to offer you the opportunity to work
alongside Andy and the children of Barabise
in their delightful school on a single theme art

Andy spends a couple of weeks each year

piece. We may decide to run an exhibition from

providing extra curricula arts training to

this and will be joined by a Nepali Photo Circle

the kids from Grade 2 upward. This raises

photographer to document the days.
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2 day’s extra spent working with a Community Action Nepal (CAN)
supported school for deaf children on the Nepal-Tibet border with
overnight at the nearby Last Resort.
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EXTENSION ITINERARY
Day 17: drive from Kathmandu (3-4 hours):

conditions on a dangerous mountain - essential

Meet the kids and teachers – short paint and

for my survival. Out of this came contact with

play session. Overnight at the Last Resort.

the children where I stayed: when I painted
they crowded around me and I quickly learnt

Day 18: morning team art session led by Andy

to engage with them to have a go. I was

(this may be one big collaborative piece or

astonished at times as I witnessed children

a series of smaller pieces on a theme). Late

who had never handled paint, who barely had

afternoon return to Kathmandu. Evening Meal

a schooling, produce quite reasonable pictures.

and Hotel

After a lot of thought I proposed the idea of
an art project to CAN who in turn proposed
me a trial run in their school for deaf children

Andy’s words: “My involvement with CAN

at Barhabise. This turned out to be a brilliant

began as a result of a series of solo winter

exercise with the kids adapting to my “on sight

climbing expeditions in the Khumbu region.

teaching technique” and, as of the first year,

The time I spent off the mountain I painted. This

producing good work that now I sell on their

is my very personal way of coming to terms

behalf in Chamonix. We have in fact opened

with the enormity of climbing a mountain on

bank accounts for them that they can access

my own, defusing my own ego and looking

when they come of age, a sort of financial

for distance between myself and the ambition

parachute for them when they leave the school

.Painting my environment puts me in touch

and move on into the harsh realities of life. It

with myself, centres me so that I can make a

is good for them and is good for me. They have

rational decision as to when to go climbing.

an extra means of expression and a potential

Art in this instance is like a form of meditation

way of earning a living and I learn more about

for me: it is the Zen of understanding oneself

myself. It is my way of putting something back

enough to make a first ascent in difficult

into Nepal, such an amazing country.”
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Day 19: depart Kathmandu
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How to Book
1.

Complete our online BOOKING FORM and submit with a deposit of $500 or equivalent.
Please DO NOT BOOK your international flight at this stage. Wait until the trip is GTR.

2.

We’ll confirm your booking by email and send a receipt for your payment

3.

Once the trip is Guaranteed To Run (GTR) i.e. we have more than 5 participants, we’ll let
you know and ask for the balance of payment. This will be no later than 8 weeks before the
departure date. You should now book your international flights.

4.

Once we receive your final payment we’ll send you complete joining instructions and some
background information on the Himalayas and art that you might find interesting.

Please contact us info@yetimountainhome.com or SKYPE ID “yetimountainhome” or
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telephone 00977 1 4000711
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Additional Information
Equipment and gear:
we’ll provide you with a complete gear list
for trekking in the Himalaya when you book.

these items become more expensive as you
gain altitude.

Insurance:

Much of the trekking gear you need can be
purchased in Kathmandu before your trip, but

please make sure you have suitable medical,

you should allow extra time for this.

rescue and evacuation insurance for this trip
and check that this includes helicopter rescue.

Nepal country information
and visas:

Many of our clients use the BMC and Snowcard

for European, US, Canadian, Australian and

Health and well-being:

(for UK residents).

New Zealand visitors you can either purchase
a visa in advance from the Nepalese Embassy

please check with your doctor and travellers

in your home country of buy one on arrival at

web sites for the latest information and advice

Tribhuvan Airport, Kathmandu. A 30 day visa

on health care for travel in Nepal. You may

currently costs $40pp payable in USD or Nepali

need to top up vaccinations before you travel.

Rupees. You’ll need a passport photograph.

Have a look at the FCO site for up to date travel
advice.

on trek you’ll need approximately £250 in

Porter welfare:

Nepali Rupees for miscellaneous expenses

Nepal is a country where carrying is part of

and tips for the porters and staff. It is not

the traditional way of life and in the mountain

necessary to obtain local currency prior to

areas it is also an important source of income

departure. Sterling, US Dollars and Euros are

for families. Trek porters are well-respected

equally acceptable for exchange in Nepal.

and also well represented by local unions. All

There are ATMs all across Kathmandu where

the porters we employ are paid at nationally

you can safely withdraw local currency. We also

agreed rates, properly equipped and trained

recommend you carry some other currency

(in health and safety, basic medicine etc).

with you ‘just in case’. Snacks and souvenirs

In addition YMH porters have access to the

are available in nearly all the villages we trek

Pasang Lamu Foundation Hospital at Lukla

through. Please be aware that since everything

(supported by YMH).

has to be carried up from the nearest road,
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Money:
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Yeti Mountain Homes are a group of luxury lodges situated in the Khumbu
/ Everest region of Nepal. They are owned by a local family offering the
full warmth of a traditional Sherpa welcome with the comfort of the best
boutique hotels: crisp linen sheets, en-suites with hot showers, cosy
lounges with log fires and well-stocked bars; local and international cuisine
from our talented chefs…. Yeti Mountain Home lodges offer a high-class,
high mountain experience beyond compare. There are 6 lodges from the riverside to the
mountain joined by some magical trekking under the snowy peaks of the world’s highest
mountain range.

Massage and Therapy Services

HIMALAYAN HEALERS
A touch of Nepal

We ‘d like to offer you massage and other wellbeing treatments through
our partners Himalaya Healers for the duration of your stay in Thame.
Himalayan Healers is a Healing Arts School and collection of Spa
Boutiques, with branches in both Nepal and in the United States. It is
the only project in the world that trains “Untouchables” in the Healing
Arts. We have a qualified, experienced masseuse in residence at YMH
Thame for the duration of your stay offering a range of massage and
other well-being treatments.
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About Yeti Mountain Homes
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Everest Artist Retreat 17 day holiday
The Price

What’s included: all accommodation on a twin
shared basis; all meals, all transfers, all in-country
transport, permits and Park fees; all artistic support

US$ 4500  

per person on a twin
sharing basis

and guidance on trek; Kathmandu sightseeing and
gallery visit; Western trek leader, guide and porters;
drinking water on trek; a Yeti Mountain Home trek
bag and cap; Khumbu map

per person on a single
room basis

What’s not included: insurance; Nepal visa; tips
for staff; personal equipment and gear; money for
souvenirs; drinks; massage and other treatments.

Barabise School Day Extension
US$ 350

per person on a twin
sharing basis

What’s included: transport to and from Barabise
(and locally); accommodation on full board basis
at Barabise; hotel in Kathmandu plus evening meal
and breakfast; group art materials; a donation of
$20pp to the school art funds
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US$ 4990
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